
Leadership in
Sustainability
8 practical workshops for leaders wanting to
understand sustainability and 
tackle resistance to change in their organisations.



"Strategy remains foundational to
transformation, but successful execution also
requires surfacing and continuously
addressing the invisible reasons that 
people and cultures so often resist changing"

Tony Schwartz (CEO of The Energy Project)



Transform your
meetings

Tackle
resistance to
change

Receive a
SpotlightPROFILE®
+ feedback session

Learn the basics
of business
Sustainability
Assessments

Understanding of 
Sustainable
Development

Develop 
Psychological
Safety

Course Outcomes



4. Transforming Meetings®
Group | 2 hours

You will learn a framework of how to
transform your meetings to
significantly increase engagement,
productivity and innovation potential. 

2. Introduction to
psychological safety & the
Thinking Environment®
Group | 2 hours

Psychological safety underpins
innovation and performance. You will
learn how to start developing it in
your team.

Overview
Workshops 1-4

1. Introduction to
Sustainable
Development 
Group | 2 hours 

Learn the core principles of
sustainable development and the
challenges & opportunities ahead.

3. Listening to Ignite your
teams thinking - Thinking
Dialogues 
Group | 2 hours 

A practical workshop showing you
how to transform your leadership
style by seeking first to understand,
then to be understood. 



7. Business
Sustainability
Assessments Pt. 2
Group | 2 hours 

Through a second case study, you
will build on the learnings from
part 1 and conduct a second
sustainability assessment on a
business.

Overview
Workshops 5-8

6. Business
Sustainability
Assessments Pt. 1
Group | 2 hours
Using a case study you will
learn the basics of conducting a
sustainability assessment on a
business. 

8. Starting the
Sustainable Pathway
Group | 2 hours 

Building on the two sustainability
assessments, this workshop will focus
on how to go from assessment to
prioritising sustainable action. 

5. Challenging 
limiting assumptions
Group | 2 hours

Underlying assumptions create
inertia to change. You will learn  
the basics of recognising and
removing them.



+ SpotlightProfile and a
1 to 1 feedback session

You will also receive a
SpotlightPROFILE® and feedback
session

SpotlightPROFILE® is a tool which identifies
your preferred mindset and behavioural style. 

Gaining an in-depth understanding of your
preferred mindset and behavioural style will
significantly increase your self-awareness,
improve your decision-making, help you
understand your team and ultimately facilitate
your ability to embed sustainability into your
business. 



Certified Time to Think Coach &
Consultant 
Accredited NeuroLinguistic
programming (NLP) Practitioner
Certified Strenghscope master &
SpotlightPROFILE® practitioner
Sustainable Business Management,
Cambridge University 

For over 20 years Jamie has created and
facilitated, leadership, education and
cultural change programs with
companies ranging from Arup, Scottish
Widows, Lloyds TSB, NOW TV, BSkyB,
City Building Glasgow and World Rugby. 

Qualifications:

Jamie Armstrong

Lead Facilitators

Chartered Environmentalist 
Chartered Engineer 
Member of Chartered Institution of
Wastes Management

With over 40 years’ experience, including
Head of Sustainability for the London
2012 Olympic Park Delivery Partner.
Peter realigns organisations on a
sustainable pathway beginning with our
sustainability appraisal. 

Qualifications:

Peter Braithwaite



FAQs 

What is the main objective with this course?
The course is designed to give you a grounded
understanding of sustainable development,
and enhance your leadership skills. So you can
tackle resistance to change, increase the
innovative potential of your team and
ultimately help you lead the transition towards
a more sustainable future for your business. 

Do I need to be a senior leader in an
organisation?
No. The content covered in this course will add
value and positive impact to any leader. 

Is the content applicable to a business of
any size? 
Yes. 

Will we get a certificate?
Yes, each participant will receive a certificate of
completion. 

Why is SpotlightPROFILE® relevant?
Within sustainable business change there is a
lot of talk around the need to 'shift mindsets' 
 and we agree, but you can't shift a mindset if
you don't know someones preferred way of
thinking. SpotlightPROFILE® helps you
understand your preferred mindset and that of
others, providing the foundation for change. 



July - August Schedule

Date Workshop Format Time

1) 13th July

Introduction to psychological safety &
the Thinking Environment®

Group (2 hours)

2) 20th July Group (2 hours) Tuesday 10 am - 12pm BST

3) 27th July

Transforming Meetings®

Group (2 hours) Tuesday 10 am - 12pm BST

4) 3rd August Group (2 hours) Tuesday 10am - 12pm BST

5) 10th August Challenging Limiting Assumptions Group (2 hours) Tuesday 10 am - 12pm BST

6) 17th August

Introduction to Sustainable
Development

Group (2 hours) Tuesday 10 am - 12pm BST

7) 24th August Group (2 hours) Tuesday 10 am - 12pm BST

8) 31st August Tuesday 10 am -12pm BST

Tuesday 10 am - 12pm BST

Listening to Ignite your teams thinking 

Business Sustainability Assessments
Pt.1 

Business Sustainability Assessments
Pt.2

Starting the Sustainable Pathway Group (2 hours)



Programme Investment 

Leadership in
Sustainability

8 live workshops 
SpotlightPROFILE + 1 to 1 feedback
session
Recap videos & notes 
Recommended reading & viewing 
Facilitator support via zoom / phone /
email
Opportunity to grow your network
with leaders from various sectors

Investment: £700

Including:



To book a space, email: 

hello@sustainable-pathways.com 

Once your email has been received
we will be in touch to discuss next
steps. 



Think now and future, 
then move your feet
and do what needs to
be done. 

For more information, head to:
www.sustainable-pathways.com

https://www.linkedin.com/company/sustainablepathways

